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Abstract 
The fixed frequency series-parallel resonant de/de converter is used in high 
current and low voltage power supplies in telecommunication applications. The 
frequency domain analysis technique has been the preferred method for the modeling and 
analysis of the converter. However, the modeling and analysis technique results in a 
complex set of equations from which it is difficult to establish systematic design 
procedure for selecting the component values of the converter. 
This thesis proposes a generalized modeling, analysis and design approach of the 
fixed frequency series-parallel resonant de/de converter. A systematic approach to 
modeling the behavior of the converter based on extended describing function technique 
is presented. By employing this technique, both continuous-time large-signal and small-
signal models of the converter are developed. A new set of design criterion and procedure 
aimed at minimizing the cost and size of the converter is developed from the large-signal 
modeL A design example is presented to illustrate the use of the design procedure. 
Finally, a Pspice implementation of the converter is provided to validate the extended 
describing function technique. 
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Converters are power conversion stages, which provide interfaces and power 
matching between the power supply and user loads. Converter circuits consist of power 
semiconductor devices, signal electronics, as well as energy storage elements such as 
inductors and capacitors. Converters are divided into four categories, ac/ac, ac/dc, dc/ac, 
and de/de, depending on the form of the power at the supply and load sides. 
The de/de converters provide interface between de systems of different voltage 
levels. They are widely used in many industrial applications which have the requirement 
to convert a fixed-voltage de source into a variable-voltage de source and in de motor 
drive applications. According to the methods of power conversion, de/de converters are 
categorized as PWM de/de converters and resonant converters. 
This thesis deals with a de/de power converter. As such the operating principles, 
modeling, analysis and control methods of the two types of de/de converters are reviewed 
in the following sections. 
2 
1.1 PWM DC/DC Converters 
The basic topology and principle of operation of the PWM de/de converters is 
illustrated in Figure Ll. When the switch is closed at time t=O, the source voltage is 
applied to the load directly. If the switch is opened at time t=DTand remains off till time 
t=T. the voltage across the load is zero. The waveform of the output voltage is shown in 
Figure L1(b). The expected average output voltage is obtained by selecting the 
appropriate value of the "ON" time of the switch or the duty ratio D of the switch. The 
control of the ripple voltage and current at the output can be implemented by adding an 
L-C filter. Based on the basic topology, several classic converter topologies, such as 
BUCK. BOOST. BUCK-BOOST, and CUK converters. have been derived. The details of 
these basic converter topologies and analysis have been discussed extensively in the 
literature [ 1 ]-[ 13 ]. 
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Figure 1.1: Basic PWM de/de converter topology 
The basic PWM converters have simple circuit constructions. They are easy to 
control and have comparatively low cost. However, the tum-on and turn-off losses of the 
switch are very high resulting in low efficiencies. The switching power loss of a device 
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increases as a linear function of the switching frequency. Therefore, the PWM converters 
are usually used in low-frequency condition. Besides, the high di I dt and dv I dt values 
result in high voltage and current stresses on the switches. 
To operate the power ·converter at high frequencies, the switching power loss has 
to be limited. The switching stresses of the switches can be released by connecting simple 
dissipative snubber circuits. McMurray [ 10 ] giv~s detailed analysis and design 
procedures for the selection of the snubber circuits. However, these dissipative sunbbers 
shift the switching power loss from the switch to the snubber circuit and therefore do not 
provide a reduction in the overall switching power loss. 
In order to improve the performance of the converter, the phase-shift concept is 
applied. It allows all the switches to operate on zero-voltage switching and hence near 
zero switching power loss is obtained. Vlatkovic and Vlatko [ 11 ] provide a detailed 
discussion of the topology. 
Small-signal modeling is an important issue in the analysis and design of power 
converters. The small-signal model provides dynamics behavior observer for power 
converters. It is used in analyzing the stability of the converters during small-signal 
perturbations. Middlebrook and Cuk [ 12] presented a widely used approach, state-space 
averaging method, for PWM converters, where the linear ripple assumption is sustained. 
It uses state space equations to represent a piece-wise linear switching circuit. The large-
signal model is obtained by averaging the equations and the small-signal model follows 
the perturbation and linearization of the large-signal model. 
The ripple in the output voltage is quite high in PWM converters due to the 
characteristics of the switching action. Tymerski and Li [ 13 ] have provided detailed 
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analysis of the ripple of the PWM converters which include simplified expression of the 
ripple for the converter operating in both continuous and discontinuous mode. 
1.2 Resonant DC/DC Converters 
It is clear that the low power loss can be reduced if the switching devices are 
turned "ON" and "OFF" when the voltage across a device and/or the current flowing 
through the device become zero. The zero-voltage and zero-current switching can be 
achieved using an LC resonant circuit. Such converters are called resonant converters. 
They can be categorized as follows depending upon the function of the resonant circuit 
and the switching strategies [ 1 ] . 
1. Load-resonant converters 
2. Resonant-switch converters 
3. Resonant de-link converters 
4. High-frequency-link integral-half-cycle converters 
The load-resonant converter consists of an LC resonant tank circuit~ which is used 
to remove the harmonics from the quasi-square wave inverted output as well as 
implementing the zero-voltage and zero-current switching. In load-resonant converters, 
the power flow to the load is controlled by the impedance of the resonant tank, which is 
determined by the switching frequency and the resonant frequency. A block diagram of 
the load resonant converter is shown in Figure 1.2. 
lo~d 
Figure 1.2: The block diagram of the load resonant converter 
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There are three kinds of load resonant converters depending on the form of the LC 
resonant tank as listed below. 
Series resonant converters 
Parallel resonant converters 
Series-parallel resonant converters 
In following sections, a brief literature review is presented for the load resonant 
de/de converters, highlighting their basic features and characteristics. 
1.2.1 Series Resonant Converter 
Figure L3 shows the full-bridge configuration of the series resonant de/de 
converter (SRC). The input inverter transforms the de input voltage to a quasi-square 
wave ac input voltage, v5, which is applied to the series resonant circuit Ls-C5 • Under the 
ac input stimulus, the LC resonant circuit generates an oscillatory current in the resonant 
circuit. The rectifier and the output filter regulate the resonant current to a de current to 
the load. The ripple of the de output is controlled by the values of Lo and C0 • The series 
resonant converter can operate in two modes, namely, discontinuous-conduction mode 




Figure L3: Full-bridge series resonant de/de converter 
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A number of full, quasi 7 multi-resonant de/de converter topologies have been 
reported in the literature [ 14 ]-[ 19 ]. The switching losses of these topologies have been 
reduced to near zero. However, the output voltage control is implemented by varying the 
operating and switching frequency. The frequency control requires a wide range variation 
of the switching frequency. The efficiency of the converter cannot be guaranteed under 
variable frequency operation. Hence, the constant frequency operation is introduced 
[ 18 ]. The constant frequency resonant converters offer high power densities at medium 
to high power levels. However, at low to medium power level, the component count is 
high and the power density is limited. Jain et al at [ 20 ] have developed an asymmetrical 
pulse-width-modulated resonant de/de converter to overcome this drawback. The 
experimental results show that this kind of converter can achieve high efficiency at low 
power and high switching frequency operation. 
The main advantage of the series resonant converter is that the series resonant 
capacitor on the primary side acts as a de blocking capacitor. Because of this fact the 
converter can easily be used in full-bridge arrangements without any additional control to 
eliminate the unbalance in the power FET switching times and forward voltage drops. For 
this reason, the SRC is suitable for high power applications where a full-bridge converter 
is desirable. Another advantage of the SRC is that the current flowing through the 
switching devices depends on the value of the load, i.e. it decreases as the load decreases. 
This advantage allows the power device conduction losses to decrease at light-load 
operations. Thus a high efficiency is obtained. 
The main disadvantage of the SRC is that the output voltage cannot be regulated 
for the no-load case. Another disadvantage of the SRC is that the output de filter 
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capacitor must carry high ripple current. This is a significant disadvantage for 
applications with low output voltage and high current requirement. 
1.2.2 Parallel Resonant Converter 
Figure 1.4 shows the full-bridge configuration of the parallel resonant de/de 
converter (PRC). The circuit configuration of the PRC is similar to that of the SRC 
except instead of using a series resonant circuit, the PRC uses a parallel resonant circuit 
which consists of a series inductor Lp and a parallel capacitor Cp. It differs from the SRC 
in many important respects [ 1 ]-[ 3 ], [ 21 ]-[ 27]. 
The PRC appears as a voltage source~ hence they are extensively used for multiple 
output voltage applications. 
The PRC does not provide a short circuit protection. 
The PRC can operate in both step-up and step-down modes 
L 
Input 
[nverter .n v ~ c., 
Figure 1.4: Full-bridge parallel resonant de/de converter 
In contrast to the SRC, the PRC is suitable for low-voltage high-current 
applications. The load circuit of the PRC (the circuit at the secondary side of the 
transformer) can be modeled as a current source. The current carried by the power FETs 
and resonant components in the PRC is relatively independent of load. The consequence 
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of this behavior is that the conduction losses in the FETs and the reactive components 
remain constant with changing of the load. Therefore, the efficiency of the PRC operating 
in light-load (low output power) condition decreases. 
1.2.3 Series-Parallel Resonant Converter 
Figure 1.5 shows the full-bridge configuration of the series-parallel resonant 
converter (SPRC). A series-parallel resonant converter is the combination of the SRC and 
PRC. It can be seen that the resonant circuit of the converter consists of a series branch 
<Ls-C5 ) and a parallel branch (Lp-Cp)- It is clear that several different resonant circuit 
topologies can be derived by removing some of the resonant components. Several 
variations in the topology of the SPRC have been discussed in the literature [ 28 ]-[ 38 ]. 
Input 
Inverter 
Figure 1.5: Full-bridge series-parallel resonant de/de converter 
The series-parallel converter has the advantages of both the SRC and PRC while 
eliminating their weak points by properly selecting the resonant components. For 
example, a high-efficiency can be obtained from full-load to very small load current 
( 28 ] . With a proper selection of the Lsi'Lt ratio, the switch peak current can be kept 
almost equal to the primary-side reflected load current. It is an additional advantage 
compared to the standard resonant converters having high peak current through the 
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switches. The SPRC is best suited for applications with the requirement of low voltage., 
high current regulated de output such as in telecommunication systems. 
1.3 Modeling and Analysis of Resonant Converters 
Recently., there has been an increased interest in the area of resonant converters 
due to their advantages~ such as., higher operating frequency., higher efficiency, small 
size, light weight and low component stresses. Previously developed methods for analysis 
and design of resonant. converters have used mainly time domain analysis, frequency 
domain analysis, and state-space approach. 
The analysis of the converter using time-domain analysis has been reported in 
[ 24 ]-[ 26 ]. This method divides each switching cycle into several distinct time intervals. 
In each time interval, a set of differential equations is obtained. Numerical integration of 
the appropriate set of differential equations can be used to simulate the switching 
converter and thereby determine steady-state information. This method is, however, very 
inconvenient and consumptive of computer time. 
The frequency domain analysis approach [ 28 ]-[ 30 ] represents the inverter 
output voltage, v5, and the primary current, ip. as the sum of harmonics. A harmonic 
equivalent circuit excited by the voltage and current harmonics yields state variables that 
can be represented as the sum of the responses of each individual harmonic component. 
This method has its simplicity but it cannot be used to obtain the small-signal model of 
the converter. 
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The state-space approach and discrete time domain modeling technique focus on 
the behaviors of those variables that are central to describing the dynamic performance of 
a system. The state-space model can describe the behavior of the converter precisely. 
However, it has difficulties to describe the discrete actions of switches. The system has to 
be analyzed at each switching interval and different state-space equations have to be 
solved to complete the analysis. Especially when the system is a high-order system~ for 
example, series-parallel resonant converter~ the analysis and design procedure can be 
very time-consuming. Agarwal and Bhat [ 37 ] have presented such a model of the series-
parallel resonant converter to show the effectiveness in predicting the steady-state and 
transient behavior of the converter. Although only the initial condition at the beginning of 
every half cycle of the operating frequency are sufficient to predict the peak component 
stresses and the state behaviors. the derivation of the model and the solution of the 
equations involve complex mathematical computations. 
From the previous discussions~ it is shown that most of the previous work do not 
provide an easy-to- use model that is readily understood and applicable by most power 
converter design engineers. Yang, et al [ 32 ] have presented a systematical modeling 
method (extended describing function method) for resonant converters. Under the 
appropriate assumptions, this method can be employed in both large and small signal 
modeling, which result in a set of simple linear equations. The method has been applied 
to the analysis of SRC and PRC. However, the modeling and analysis using this 
technique for SPRC is not available in the literature. 
The effect of transformer leakage inductance on the behavior of the converter is 
another important issue in converter design. Generally speaking~ the leakage inductance 
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will lead to a commutation interval during the operation, which in tum decreases the 
output voltage. However, including the effect of the leakage inductance increases the 
complexity of the model. As a result, very few analysis methods have addressed this 
problem. The effects of the leakage inductance of the transformer on the performance of 
the series-parallel converter need further investigation. 
1.4 Thesis Objective and Outline 
The objective of this thesis is to develop generalized state-space models to 
analyze and design the series-parallel resonant converters taking the leakage inductance 
of the high-frequency transformer into consideration. The extended describing function 
concept is introduced to linearize the state-space modeL Simple equations are obtai ned to 
study the steady-state performance of the converter. 
The design procedures reported in the literature are normally aimed at meeting the 
output requirement of the converter only. Typically the design procedure involves the 
selection of circuit parameters to meet the output requirements and certain performance 
criteria (e.g. maximum load current) [ 37 ]. The cost and size of the converter is usually 
neglected. A new set of design criteria is developed not only to meet the output and 
performance requirements, but also to minimize the cost and size of the converter. The 
design curves are presented and the design results are verified by simulation. 
The main objective of this thesis can be summarized as follows. 
1. Development of a generalized state-space large-signal model for the 
analysis of the series-parallel resonant de/de converters, specifically, the fixed frequency 
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series-parallel resonant converters, taking into the account the effect of the leakage 
inductance of the high-frequency transformer on the performance of the converter. 
2. Analysis of the steady-state performance of the converter. 
3. Development of a generalized small-signal model of the series-parallel 
resonant converter. 
4. Development of a generalized design model of the series-parallel resonant 
converter. 
5. Development of a design procedure for selecting the resonant components 
and high-frequency transformer. 
6. Verification of the models and design examples of the converter using 
Pspice. 
The thesis is organized as follows: 
In Chapter 27 the state-space model of the basic series-parallel resonant converter 
is presented. The Extended Describing Function (EDF) is introduced to linearize the 
state-space model and derive a set of linear equations which describe the performance of 
the converter. 
In Chapter 37 the performance of the converter using the EDF model is studied. 
Both simulated waveforms and characteristic curves are presented. Frequency-domain 
analysis and Pspice software simulation results are employed to verify the accuracy of the 
EDFmodel. 
In Chapter 4, a design model is developed based on the EDF model. The 
performance of the converter is investigated by changing frequency or changing the 
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values of resonant components. A design procedure is developed~ which focuses on 
minimizing the cost and size of the converter. Pspice simulation results are provided and 
a comparison is made between the simulation results and predicted values. 




Extended Describing Function Analysis 
of Fixed- Frequency Series Parallel 
Resonant Converters 
In this chapter, the fixed frequency series-parallel resonant de/de converter is 
analyzed using the state-space method. Due to the difficulties of describing discrete 
actions of switches, the Extended Describing Function (EDF) concept is introduced to 
linearize the state-space model. General models of the converter based on the EDF 
concept for both large-signal model and small-signal operation are developed. The 
leakage inductance of the output high-frequency transformer is included in both models. 
2.1 Circuit Description and Operating Principle 
In this section, two topologies of the series-parallel resonant converter are 
introduced. The basic series-parallel converter uses a two-winding high-frequency (HF) 
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transformer. The other topology uses a three-winding high-frequency transformer. The 
advantages of using the three-winding HF transformer are discussed. 
2.1.1 The Series-Parallel Resonant Converter with a Two-
winding BF Transformer 
The basic circuit topology of the fixed-frequency, series-parallel resonant 
converter using a high-frequency transformer is shown in Figure 2.1. The function blocks 
of this circuit are described as follows. 
Input Filter: The input filter consists of an inductor, Ltn, and a capacitor, Cin· 
They are used to remove the high-frequency noise in the input voltage, Vin· 
FuU-bridge Inverter: The full-bridge inverter consists of four MOSFETS, S1 to 
S4, and four diodes, D1 to 0 4• The Phase-Shift-Modulation control technique [ 1 ] is used 
to convert the DC source voltage V1n to a high frequency quasi-square waveform, Vs, 
which becomes the input to the resonant circuit. The capacitors, C1 to C4, make up the 
snubber circuit to release the switching stress. 
Resonant Circuit: The resonant circuit contains a series branch and a parallel 
branch. The series branch is made up of an inductor and a capacitor, namely, Ls and Cs. 
Similarly the parallel branch is made up of an inductor and a capacitor, namely, Lp and 
Cp. The resonant circuit produces a quasi -sinusoidal voltage across the capacitor Cp- The 
arrangement forms a generalized resonant circuit. Several different resonant circuit 
topologies can be derived by removing some of the resonant components. For example, 
the basic series resonant converter (SRC) is obtained by removing Cp and Lp. Similarly, 
the parallel resonant converter (PRC) is obtained by removing Cs and Lp. 
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Output Transformer: The high-frequency transformer is used to provide 
isolation as well as voltage matching between the resonant circuit and the output. In this 
thesis, the transformer is assumed to be ideal except for the leakage inductance. 
Full-bridge Rectifier: The full-bridge rectifier is composed of four diodes. which 
converts the quasi-sinusoidal ac voltage to a de output voltage. However, due to the 
leakage reactance of the transformer, there is a voltage reduction at the output. 
Output Filter: The output filter is composed of an inductor, Lo. and a capacitor, 
C0 • They are large enough to provide almost ripple-free current and voltage to the load. 
Hence, the output of the resonant circuit can be modeled as a current source. 
2.1.2 The Series-Parallel Resonant Converters with a Three-
winding HF Transformer 
The basic circuit topology of the series-parallel resonant converter using a three-
winding HF transformer is shown in Figure 2.2. It has the same function blocks as the 
two-winding converter. The only difference is that the parallel resonant branch is placed 
on the tertiary winding of the three-winding transformer. The arrangement provides 
greater flexibility in the choice of the parallel capacitor, Cp. By reducing the current 
carrying capacity of the parallel inductor, Lp, its size can also be reduced significantly 
[ 28 ]. 
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Figure 2.1: Basic circuit diagram of the series-parallel resonant de/de converter using 
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Figure 2.2: Basic circuit diagram of the series-parallel resonant de/de coitverter using 
three-winding HF transformer 
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Equivalent Circuit Models of the Series-Parallel Resonant 
DC/DC Converters 
A simplified circuit diagram of the series-parallel resonant converter with the 
two-winding HF transformer referred to the primary side is shown in Figure 2.3. The 
input voltage v5 is a single-pulse width modulated voltage. With the output of the bridge 
rectifier represented as a constant current source~ Io. the transformer-bridge rectifier 
arrangement is represented. at the primary side, as the leakage inductance Lsep and the 
alternating source, ip. 
+ 
It. v s 
+ 
v p 
Figure 2.3: Primary side equivalent circuit of the series-parallel resonant de/de converter 
using two-winding transformer 
The equivalent circuit of the series-parallel resonant converter with the three-
winding HF transformer referred to the primary side is shown in Figure 2.4. The leakage 
inductance of the transformer consists of three parts, the primary leakage Lpr. the 
secondary leakage Lsep. and the tertiary leakage Lt. The primary leakage can be included 




Figure 2.4: Primary side equivalent circuit of the series-parallel resonant converter with a 
three-winding HF transformer 
leakage is the main reason for the voltage drop at the output because it causes the 
commutation overlap. The turns ratio of the primary to secondary winding is given by 
Np:N5, and the turns ratio of primary to tertiary winding is given by Np:NT. Assuming 
that the tertiary leakage has the same value as the secondary leakage, the equivalent 
reactance ratio of the tertiary and secondary winding is obtained as 
( 2.1 ) 
-(N P)! X Lip - NT . X Lt ( 2.2) 
~=(!!.L)2 ·(!!.L)! -~=(!!J._):! -~ 
X LJ~p NT N p X Lsc NT X Lu 
( 2.3) 
where 
X~..se: the reactance of the secondary leakage at the secondary side 
Xu: the reactance of the tertiary leakage at the teniary side 
X~..scp: the equivalent reactance of the secondary leakage at the primary side 
Xup: the equivalent reactance of the tertiary leakage at the primary side 
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Typically Np:Ns is in the range 4:1-6:1, and Np:NT is in the range 1:2-1:3. Hence 
Ltl'l.ose is less than unity. 
2.1.4 Ideal Circuit Waveforms of the Series-Parallel Resonant 
DC/DC Converter 
The equivalent circuit models of the two resonant converters are very similar~ and 
with the appropriate choice of circuit parameters, the waveforms in the converters are 
expected to be similar. A single-pulse width modulated voltage applied to the resonant 
circuit results in a nearly sinusoidal voltage across the parallel resonant circuit. Since the 
output of the bridge rectifier is represented by a constant current source, the current in the 
primary winding of the HF transformer will be a trapezoidal waveform. The trapezoidal 
nature is a result of the commutation overlap caused by the leakage inductance of the HF 
transformer. 
Figure 2.5: Typical steady-state waveforms of the series-parallel resonant de/de converter 
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The typical steady-state waveforms of the series-parallel resonant converter are 
presented in Figure 2.5. The phase shift angle, cp, is the phase difference between the 
fundamental component of the input quasi-square wave and the transformer primary 
voltage, vP. The pulse width of the voltage applied to the resonant circuit is indicated as 
o, and the commutation overlap angle is shown as 1-1. With a constant inverter switching 
frequency cu5 , the converter waveforms are periodic. 
2.2 Extended Describing Function Modeling of the 
Converter 
State-space approach is a method, which focuses on the behaviors of those 
variables that are central to describing the dynamic performance of a system. State-space 
provides a uniform and convenient starting point for such diverse tasks as steady-state 
computation, linearization, stability evaluation, control design, and simulation. In this 
section, the state-space model of the fixed frequency de/de converter is developed. The 
extended describing function (EDF) technique is used to obtain a set of linear state-space 
equations that describe the system. 
2.2.1 Assumptions 
To simplify the analysis, the following assumptions are used. 
All the switches and circuit components are ideal. 
The voltage across the parallel branch capacitor is in continuous mode. 
The input current is in continuous mode. 
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The current at the primary side of the transformer changes linearly during the 
commutation period, and is therefore assumed to be trapezoidal. 
2.2.2 State-space Approach Analysis 
Based on the assumptions and equivalent circuit discussed above. four state 
variables, iU;, iLp· Yep, and Yes, are used to describe the circuit. The general model based on 
the converter topology of the three-winding HF transformer is used to develop the state 
space model of the resonant converter. The model for the converter with the two-winding 
transformer is obtained by setting Lt=O. For convenience, the equivalent circuit with the 
state variables is redrawn in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.6: Equivalent circuit of the series-parallel resonant converter with state variables 
referred to the primary side 
The general state-space equations for the circuit are obtained as 
L _.!:!...+v +L _.f!... __ P +v =v di (di di ) 




C dvcs =i 
.I dt Ls ( 2.7) 
2.2.3 Extended Describing Function Concept [ 32 ] 
It is shown in Figure 2.5 that the typical waveforms of the switching circuit are 
periodic in the steady state. Thus the waveforms can be expressed in a Fourier series: 
... 
x = LX 1 exp( j~kt) ( 2.8 ) 
t=--
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where (J)s = T is the fixed switching frequency of the inverter and x represents the state 
s 
variables. 
It has been proved that the amplitudes of the harmonics decay at a rate o ( k 2 ) as 
k increases [ 31 ]. Generally speaking, the filtering property of the resonant circuits will 
eliminate the higher order harmonics. So it is reasonable to take the first few harmonics 
to approximate the periodic waveforms. in our case, the state variables: 
x1 = L X it exp(jmskt) ( 2.9) 
k.EH; 
where i is the index of the state variables; H1 = (±k;.l' ±k;.2 , ••• ±k1.mJ' is called the 
harmonic indices, and k1,,i is the index of the highest order harmonics used to 
approximate the state variable xi' The real form of equation ( 2.9) is given by 




where aik and bik are the Fourier coefficients of ktih. harmonics. {Hi} contains the 
information on how the state variables are approximated. They are determined by the 
nature of the nonlinear system and by experience. For DC/DC converters. it is adequate 
to use only de terms for the low pass filter variables. while for the resonant variables the 
first few harmonic terms should be sufficient. It is important to note that the coefficients 
of the harmonic terms are assumed to be time varying. This allows the investigation of 
the dynamic behavior of these terms when the system is mmdulated. 
The following discussion concentrates on the inte:ractions of { x i.t } , inputs, and 
control variables through the non-linearity of the system.. It is convenient to define a 
vector called the harmonic coefficient vector (HCV), whic-h contains all of the harmonic 
terms as 
( 2.11 ) 
The elements of z are de terms and amplitude terms of thte harmonics, which are time-
varying. However, in general, the local variations in the amplitude terms are slower 
compared to the switching frequency. 
The most important step of the modeling process is to represent the nonlinear 
functions of the state-space model by the approximate slowly varying HCV. The 
extended describing function concept is introduced to tackle this task. The traditional 
describing function concept is illustrated in Figure 2.7. When a single input nonlinear 
block is excited by a sinusoidal wave, the output usEUally contains not only the 
fundamental component but also other harmonic components. If the nonlinear block is 
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part of a system which has low pass filter property y then all the harmonics except the 
fundamental component will be heavily attenuated. In this case., the output of the 
nonlinear block can be approximated by the fundamental component. The amplitude of 
the output is a nonlinear functiony FOC)y of the input amplitude. This F(X) is called the 
describing function of the nonlinear block. The fast changing input-output relation is now 
replaced by a slowly varying linear relationship. 
x =X sin t • 
-
f(x) 
y = f (X;, sin t) = F (X ) sin t 
-
-
F(x) y X 
Figure 2.7: The traditional describing function concept 
It is very easy to relate the above discussion and the modeling problem presented 
to resonant de/de converters. In both casesy nonlinear systems are excited by periodic 
inputs, and only certain harmonic components of the output are considered important. In 
the case of resonant converters where multiple inputs and outputs are considered, a more 
general approach called the extended describing function concept is used. Figure 2.8 
illustrates the concept. The magnitudes of the outputs are nonlinear functions of the 
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inputs. Linear functions are obtained by replacing the fast changing inputs 
X n ) by their SlOW time varying harmonic Coefficients~ 
z=(a:o• b;o• ·•• a;J:• b;t• ···lkeH;)· By equating the sine and cosine terms 
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Figure 2.8: Extended describing function concept 
2.2.4 Model of the Series-Parallel Resonant DC/DC Converter 
Using the Extended Describing Function 
For the fixed frequency series-parallel resonant de/de converter, assume that the 
state variables {i Ls (t) i Lp (t) v Cp ( t) v cs (t)} can be approximated by their fundamental 




As discussed before, the en vel ope terms, {t w ( t), i Lp ( t), v c P (t). v c, ( t)}, are 
slowly time varying, so the dynamic behavior of these terms can be investigated. The 
derivatives of iLs(t), iLp(t), vcp(t), and vcs(t) are obtained from equations (2.12) to 
(2.15) as 
( 2.16 ) 
( 2.17) 
( 2.18 ) 
dvcs _ [dvcu _ ) . +[dvCsr ) d t - d l OJ s V C sr S tn (JJ i d I + (JJ s V C ss C 0 S OJ i ( 2.19 ) 
It is shown in Figure 2.5 that the typical waveform of the output current referred 
to the primary is trapezoidal because of the commutation overlap caused by the leakage 
reactance of the high-frequency transformer. The Fourier Series expression of the output 
current is given by 
iP = !, 8 10~'2 sin(n I-t) sin [n(~r -(/)- f..I.JJ 
n=l.3···1q..IZ 2 2 
( 2.20) 
which may be approximated by its fundamental component as 




81"~' sin(J..L)cos(t/J+ J..L) 
ps 1q..L 2 2 ( 2.22) 
i =-Sf," sin(J.J.)sin(l/J+J..L) 
pr 1q.J. 2 2 ( 2.23 ) 
Assuming that the voltage across the primary side of the high-frequency 
transformer is sinusoidal with arnplitude7 V pm' the commutation angle is given by [ 2 ] 
COS(j.J.) =1 ( 2.24) 
The concept of power balance7 in the converter results in the equation 
( 2.25) 
Finally, from the waveforms of Figure 2.5, there exists a condition that the 
voltage across the parallel branch is zero at the time wt = tfJ , i.e. 
( 2.26) 
Substituting equations ( 2.16 )-( 2.20 ) into equations ( 2.4 )-( 2.7 ), eleven 
equations can be obtained. Equating the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms of the 
resulting equations, the following set of equations is obtained. These equations are 
obtained by assuming that in the steady state the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms 
in equations ( 2.12 ) to ( 2.15 ) vary so slowly that they can be assumed to be constant in 
relation to the high switching frequency. 
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The EDF model of the converter is described by the eleven equations given in 
equations ( 2.27 ) - ( 2.37 ), where the unknown state variables to be determined are 
{!Lss /Lsr VCss VCsr jLpJ [Lpr VCps VCpr l/J J.l ]op}· 
In the above equations, the variables are normalized with respect to the base 
quantities defined by 
Base Voltage = Input Voltage, Vin 
Base Reactance = Load Resistance referred to the primary circuit, Rb 
Base Frequency = Switching Frequency, fs 
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Base Current = 
2.2.5 Steady-State Solution 
The solution of the EDF model is on per unit base normalized to the quantities 
given above. The steady-state solution of equations (2.27)-(2.37) gives the characteristics 
of the converter. The constant steady-state solution of the modulation equations 
corresponds to a periodic steady-state solution of the original dynamic equation. 
Generally, a numerical method must be employed to solve these equations. In this thesis, 
the function FSOLVE {} in MATLAB [ 39] is used to solve the set of equations. 
2.3 Small-Signal Modeling of the Series-Parallel 
Resonant converter 
Small-signal modeling is critical in the analysis and design of switching power 
supplies. The performance of the small-signal model indicates the dynamic behavior of a 
highly nonlinear switching power circuit around a certain operating point. In this section, 
the perturbation technique is employed to derive the small-signal model of the resonant 
converter. The goal is to demonstrate the procedure for deriving the small-signal model 
from the set of linear operations obtained using the EDF method. The small-signal model 
can be used to investigate the· performance of the converter for small variation in input 
voltage magnitude, switching frequency and the pulse width. 
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2.3.1 Perturbation ancllinearization 
Having determined the large signal operating point of the converter. the small 
signal model can be obtained by employing a small perturbation to the inputs around the 
operating point. 
Assume that the inputs and control variables are perturbed around the operating 
point as follows: 
v =V +v s s s 
Removing the higher order terms~ the small signal model is given by 
where 





( 2.41 ) 
(2.42) 
_i :::: [ i'ws i Lsr V Cu V Csr i Lps i Lpr V Cps V Cpr r ( 2.43 ) 
ii == [v~ ~ m"' ]r u s ( 2.44) 




- (Ls + Ll) 0 0 0 (L.r + L,) 0 
1 1 
-.Q 0 0 (L.r + L,) 0 0 
0 - (Ls + L,) .r 
l 0 0 .Qs 0 0 0 0 
0 l -.Q.r 0 0 0 0 0 
1 
A= 0 0 0 0 0 .Q.I' Lp 0 
0 0 0 0 -.Q 1 s 0 0 Lr 
cp 
0 0 0 
1 
cp 








4 sin(~) LJpr 





B= 0 VCsr (2.46) 
0 
-Vcrs 






2.3.2 Circuit Implementation of Small-Signal Model 
According to equation (2.42)~ the small-signal model has a linear state-space 
equation description. It is clear that each differential equation is either a KCL or a KVL 
equation. By the inverse way of writing the state equation from a linear circuit~ the small-
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signal equivalent circuit model is synthesized from equation (2.42), as shown in Figure 
2.9. 
The circuit model can be easily implemented in commonly used circuit simulation 
software, such as PSPICE [ 40 ] to investigate the performance and characteristics of the 
converter for small perturbation. 
2.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the series-parallel resonant de/de converter was analyzed using the 
state-space approach. The extended describing function method was employed to 
linearize the function and derive a set of linear equations that describe the large-signal 
model of the converter. The method also led to the derivation of a small-signal model of 
the converter based on the perturbation technique. The large-signal model is used in the 
next chapter to describe the performance and characteristics of the converter. 
(m,Vcs,. +ilsvc,,.)c, ( c0 y Cpr f Q 1 ll Cp1· )c (I 
(Ls + Ll P Jl.sr (Ls + Ll }JJ Lsr Vcps L/1 fl\WS 
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n s 2 1r 1 2 2 
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Steady-State Perfor01ance of the Series-
Parallel Resonant DC/DC Converter 
The performance characteristics of the series-parallel resonant de/de converter are 
discussed in this chapter. In order to demonstrate the validity of the models based on the 
extended describing function~ the results are compared with those obtained from the 
frequency domain analysis procedure. Finally, the results from the extended describing 
function method and PSPICE simulation based on the parameters of an experimental 
converter are presented to show the accuracy of the various methods. 
3.1 Frequency-domain Analysis 
Frequency-domain analysis is a commonly used method for analyzing the steady-
state performance of electrical and electronic circuits. The analysis is based on the 
harmonic analysis. As discussed previously, any periodic waveform can be expressed as a 
Fourier series. For any linear circuit, the outputs can be obtained as the sum of the 
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responses of all input harmonics. In order to analyze the multiple input-output circuit~ a 
linear equivalent circuit is derived and the superposition theorem is applied. 
The analysis of the fixed frequency series-parallel resonant de/de converter using 
the frequency domain analysis (FDM) technique has been reported in the literature [ 28 ]-
[ 30 ]. However, since the results of the extended describing function (EDF) technique 
are to be compared with those of the frequency domain analysis technique, the derivation 
of the frequency domain frequency domain technique is given in Appendix A for easy 
reference. 
3.1.1 Control Parameters 
In order to describe the characteristics of the converter for a wide range of 
converter parameters, three normalized control parameters are introduced as follows. 
The ratio of the series resonant circuit parameters is expressed as, Ks. defined as 
the ratio of the reactance of the series capacitor to the reactance of the series 
inductor, (i.e. Xcs/XLs). The value of K5 indicates the nature of the series 
resonant circuit. Specifically, if Ks>l, the series resonant circuit is capacitive, 
and if Ks<l, the series resonant circuit is inductive. 
The ratio of the parallel resonant circuit parameters is expressed as, Kp. defined as 
the ratio of the reactance of the parallel capacitor to the reactance of the 
parallel inductor, (i.e. Xcp/XLp). Specifically, if Kp>l, the parallel resonant 
circuit is inductive, and if Kp<l, the parallel resonant circuit is capacitive. 
The ratio of the inductance parameters is expressed as, Kt. defined as the ratio of 
the reactance of the series inductor to the reactance of the parallel inductor, 
(i.e. XL.JXLp). 
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The variations in the resonant circuit parameters are expressed in terms of 
variations in Ks~ Kp~ and K1• The distortions in the waveforms are expressed in terms of 
the Total Harmonic Distortion (THO) defined as 
THD =[~x,'r/x,xiOO% 
where X is the variable. 
3.2 Characteristics of the Fixed Frequency Series-
Parallel Converter 
( 3.1) 
In this section~ the characteristics of the converter are presented for the three-
winding resonant converter. Appendix B gives the characteristics for the two-winding 
converter. In order to establish the validity of the extended describing function technique, 
the results for the frequency-domain and the extended describing function methods are 
compared for a wide variation in resonant circuit parameters. Harmonic terms up to the 
19th harmonic have been used in the frequency-domain method. 
3.2.1 Steady-state Waveforms 
In this section, the steady-state waveforms of the de/de converter for variations in 
the various resonant circuit parameters are obtained and compared, using both the 
frequency-domain analysis and the extended describing function methods, as shown in 
Figures 3.1 to 3.5. The converter waveforms of interest are the input voltage to the 
resonant circuit, v5 , the voltage across the primary winding of the transformer vp, the 
current in the series resonant circuit, i5 , and the input current to the bridge rectifier ip. 
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Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the converter waveforms for tuned series CKs=l) and 
tuned parallel (Kp=l) branchesy and K1=2 and 4 respectively. The figures show that K1 has 
very little effect on the wave shapesy so far as the resonant circuits are tuned. As 
expected7 the waveforms for vP and is obtained by the EDF technique are sinusoi~at as 
assume~ while the FDM technique shows distortions. The THD of vp and i5 are 
computed to be 12.05% and 8.03% for K1=2, and 10.82% and 3.88% for K1=4 
respectively. The waveforms further show that is becomes more sinusoidal for a larger K1• 
Figure 3.3 shows the converter waveforms for a tuned series brandh and 
capacitive parallel branch. The results of the two techniques show close agreememt. The 
THD of Vp and is are computed to be 5.42% and 5.54% respectively. It shows ttnat the 
THO of vp and is are reduced and the waveforms are more sinusoidal. Both figures; show 
that is leads vp since the parallel resonant branch is capacitive. 
Figure 3.4 shows the converter waveforms for a tuned series branch and ind:uctive 
parallel branch. The TliD of vP and is are computed to be 25.51% and 2.29% 
respectively. Although the low-pass filter output filter reduces the distortion in the output 
voltage, the high THD of vP associated with the inductive parallel branch resmlts in 
increased distortion in the de output voltage. Both figures show that is lags Vp-
Figure 3.5 shows the converter waveforms for tuned series and parallel bnu.nches 
with a larger value of leakage inductance. The THD of vP and is are computed to be 
10.43% and 8.38% respectively. Compared to Figure 3.1, it is observed that increasing 
the leakage inductance improves the wave shapes of vP, i.e. vp becomes more sinus~idal. 
However, the commutation angle increases and the magnitude of the output c1l.llTent 
decreasing, causing a decrease in the output voltage. 
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Some numerical results from the frequency-domain analysis and the EDF method 
are given in Table 3.1. Ypm and Ism represent the peak value of the voltage across the 
parallel branch and the current through the series branch respectively. The Table shows 
that the error in Ypm for an inductive paralle~ branch voltage is about 17%, This is to be 
expected since the parallel branch voltage, vp is highly distorted if the branch is inductive. 
In general, the discrepancy between the results of the two methods for tuned series and 
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Figure 3.1: Simulated waveforms of the converter with tuned series and parallel branches~ 
K1=2~ (a) Frequency-domain analysis, (b) Extended describing function method 
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Figure 3.2: Simulated waveforms of the converter with tuned series and parallel branches, 
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Figure 3.3: Simulated waveforms of the converter with capacitive parallel branch, K1=2, 
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Figure 3.4: Simulated waveforms of the converter with inductive parallel branch, Kt=2 
(a) Frequency-domain analysis, (b) Extended describing function method 
1$ 
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Figure 3.5: Simulated waveforms of the converter with larger leakage inductance, Kt=2, 
(a) Frequency-domain analysis, (b) Extended describing function method 
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Table 3.1: Simulated data using frequency-domain analysis and EDF method 
Specifications Methods Yom (p.u.) Ism(P.U.) V0 (p.u.) <D (rad.) 1-1 (rad) 
8 = 175° Frequency- 1.37 0.99 0.79 0.00 0.48 
Ks=I domain 
Kp=l Analysis 
Kt=2 Extended 1.27 0.92 0.77 0.00 0.55 
XLsepn=O.l2 (p.u.) Describing 
XUn=0.12 (p.u.) Function 
8 = 175° Frequency- 1.35 0.98 0.78 0.00 0.48 
Ks=l domain 
Kp=l Analysis 
Kt=4 Extended 1.27 0.92 0.76 0.01 0.54 
XLsepn=O.l2 (p.u.) Describing 
XUn=O.l2 (p.u.) Function 
8 = 175° Frequency- 1.32 1.45 0.79 0.01 0.45 
Ks=l domain 
Kp=0.5 Analysis 
K1=2 Extended 1.44 1.54 0.78 0.00 0.51 
XLsepn=O.l2 (p.u.) Describing 
XUn=O.l2 (p.u.) Function 
8 = 175° Frequency- 1.51 1.27 0.77 0.00 0.49 
Ks=l domain 
Kp=2 Analysis 
Kt=4 Extended 1.25 1.30 0.77 0.00 0.56 
XLsepn=O.l2 (p.u.) Describing 
Xun=O.l2 (p.u.) Function 
8 = 175° Frequency- 1.37 0.89 0.70 -0.00 0.86 
Ks=l domain 
Kp=l Analysis 
Kt=2 Extended 1.27 0.82 0.69 0.00 0.97 
XLsepn=0.4 (p.u.) Describing 
XLtn=0.4 (p.u.) Function 
8=120° Frequency- 1.17 0.83 0.66 -0.00 0.48 
Ks=l domain 
Kp=l Analysis 
K1=2 Extended 1.10 0.78 0.67 0.00 0.54 
XLsepn=0.12 (p.u.) Describing 
XLtn=0.12 (p.u.) Function 
8 =120° Frequency- 1.17 0.72 0.59 -0.00 0.86 
K5=1 domain 
Kp=l Analysis 
K1=2 Extended 1.10 0.66 0.60 0.00 0.97 
XLsepn=0.4 {p.u.) Describing 
XLm=0.4 (p.u.) Function 
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3.2.2 Effect of Control Parameters on the Output Voltage and 
State Variables of the Converter 
In the following section, the effects of XLsepn on the output voltage for the 
converter with a three-winding HF transformer are investigated. The tertiary leakage 
inductance, XLbh is assumed to be 0.2 per unit. For a given Kp and Kh Figure 3.6 shows 
the effects of different leakage inductance on the output voltage. In this case, the series 
branch of the converter is tuned, and the parallel branch is near the resonance point, for 
example, Kp=LO 1. As the pulse width increases, the average input voltage increases, 
hence the output voltage increases. Given a fixed pulse width, an increasing leakage 
reactance, increases the communtation angle, and hence the voltage drop at the output 
increases. Similarly, the effects of different values of leakage reactance on the output 
voltage under the condition Ks=LO, Kp=0.5, and K1=2.0 are shown in Figure 3.7. It is 
seen that changing Kp does not affect the output voltage significantly. 
Figure 3.8 shows the effect of XLsepn on the output voltage for inductive, tuned 
and capacitive series branch. With an increasing Xt.sepn• the output voltage decreases. The 
characteristics curves suggest that an inductive series branch will lead to higher output 
voltage whereas a lower output voltage is obtained with a capacitive series branch. Figure 
3.9 shows the effect of the leakage reactance variation on the phase shift between vp and 
vs. With increasing leakage inductance, the phase shift between Vp and v5 decreases. 
When the series branch is tuned, the phase shift angle remains at zero and is independent 
of the leakage reactance. 
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Figure 3.10 shows the effect of the leakage reactance on the commutation angie. 
It is clear that the commutation angle increases with increasing leakage inductance. 
Figure 3.11 shows the effect of the pulse-width on the output voltage with various 
Ks. It is observed that the relationship between the output voltage and the pulse width is 
approximately linear for pulse width less than 0.6 p.u. This suggests that from the point 
of view of a feedback control of the output voltage the converter can be approximated as 
a gain block for 5<0.6 p.u. 
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Figure 3.10: Effect of leakage inductance on the commutation angle for inductive, tuned, 
and capacitive series branch 
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Figure 3.11: Effect of pulse width on the output voltage for inductive7 tuned, and 
capacitive series branch 
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3.3 Pspice Software Simulation 
Pspice is a powerful simulation tool for analyzing electrical and electronic 
circuits. Its prototype was SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit 
Emphasis), which was developed in the early 1970s in the Department of Electrical 
Engineering of the University of California at Berkeley [ 40 ]. Because most of the 
models in Pspice are built based on the actual devices, the Pspice simulation results 
should be very close to the experirnental results. In this thesis, the Pspice simulation 
results are used to validate the analysis techniques developed in the previous sections. 
The validation is based on the two-winding transformer model because of the availability 
of experimental results for the converter in the literature. 
The Pspice model of the converter is shown in Figure 3 .12. The voltage sources 
V 2 and V 3, representing the output of the inverter, provide the quasi-square wave input to 
the resonant circuit. The output inductance La and capacitor C0 make up the output filter. 
They must be large enough to provide the almost ripple-free output voltage and current. 
For the load of 0.050, a l01-1H inductor and 5J]F capacitor can meet the ripple 
requirement at the switching frequency of 128kHz. Generally speaking, a larger inductor 
and capacitor can reduce the ripple. However, the response time to steady state will 
increase. Resistors with values in the range 0.01 to O.lmilliohm are added as shown in the 
Pspice model to avoid the convergence problems. 
Figure 3.13 shows the Pspice model of the ideal transformer. The model is built 
based on the following characteritics of an ideal transformer. 
The voltage across the secondary is 1/N times the voltage across the primary. 
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The current flowing out of the secondary is N times the current flowing into the 
primary 
where N is the turns ratio. A very small resistor and a Ov DC voltage source are 
added to avoid the convergence problem. The leakage inductance of the transformer Lse is 












Figure 3.13: The Pspice model of an ideal transformer 
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The following section will compare the Pspice simulation results with those 
obtained using the EDF method. The values of the circuit components of an experimental 
converter described in [ 28] are used. The circuit parameters are as follows: 
Series Inductor,. Ls 
Series Capacitor, Cs 
Parallel Inductor~ Lp 
Parallel Capacitor, Cp 
Switching Frequency, fs 
Input Voltage, Vin 
Pulse Width~ o 
Leakage Inductance, Lse 


















3.3.1 Pspice Simulation of the Converter with Tuned Series 
Branch 
According to the circuit parameters listed above, the control parameters K5 , Kp, 
and K1 are calculated as follows: 
K S =X Cs /X Ls :=1.0 
Kp =X cp/X Lp = 1.10 
Kl =X Ls/X Lp = 2.25 
In this case, the series and parallel branches of the converter are slightly off tuned. 
Figure 3.14 shows the transient response of the output current (load current). It is 
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observed that the output reaches the steady state after l.Oms. For the current parameters 
specified, it is assumed that all current variables reach steady state after l.Oms. 
Figure 3.15 shows the waveform of the inverter output voltage, indicating the 
pulse width, o. It provides the reference point of the phase for the following p!ots. 
Figure 3.16 shows the Pspice waveform of is. The THD of is is computed to be 
11.54%. The predicted series resonant circuit current is obtained using the EDF method is 
shown in Figure 3.17. The predicted value is very close to the simulated value, in 
magnitude. Similarly, Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 show the simulated and predicted 
waveforms of the primary side voltage Vp. The waveforms clearly show that the predicted 
value of the voltage at the primary side is very close to the simulated value. The THD of 
Vp is computed to be 8.62%. The discrepancies in the waveshapes are due mainly to 
neglecting the harmonics in the EDF method. 
Based on the experimental parameters, several cases with different input and 
transformer configurations have been calculated. The results are shown in Table 3.2. The 
discrepancy between the predicted and simulated results is within 10%. The Pspice 
results are generally lower than the EDF results because the Pspice model includes the 
not-ideal parameters of the diodes (e.g. the ON-state voltage drop and resistance). 
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Figure 3.18: Pspice simulation result of the primary side voltage Vp 
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Table 3.2: Predicted and simulations results for the two-winding transformer 
Input and Transformer Extended Describing Function Pspice Simulation Results 
Configurations Method 
Vin=40V 
Np:N5 =6 V0 =5.24 V Yo =4.88 V 
8 =175° lo = 104.88 A Io= 97.52 A 
Lsep =0 
Vin=60V 
Np:N5 =6 V0 =5.48V V0 =5.01 V 
8 =114" lo = 109.42 A Io= 99.43 A 
Lsen = 1 uH 
Yin =48 V 
Np:N5 =4 V0 =5.27 V V0 =4.76 V 
8 =105" lo = 105.58 A Io= 95.37 A 
Lsen = 1 uH. 
Vin=60 V 
Np:N5 =4 Vo=5.17V V0 =4.58 V 
8=80" lo = 103.56 A Io= 91.57 A 
Lsen = 1 uH 
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3.3.2 Simulation of the Converter with Inductive Series Branch 
In this section, the parameters of the experimental example are modified to make 
the series branch of the converter inductive. 
The values of the circuit components are as follows: 
Series Inductor, Ls = 3.6lll! 
Series Capacitor, C5 = 0.73 pF 
Parallel Inductor, Lp = L6tili 
Parallel Capacitor, Cp = 0.881-!F 
Switching Frequency, fs = 128kHz 
Input Voltage, Yin = 60V 
Pulse Width, 6 = 114 degrees 
Leakage Inductance, Lse = llili 
Load Resistance, RL = 0.050 
The control parameters Ks, Kp. and K1 are computed as follows: 
Ks =X cs/X Ls = 0.60 
K p = X Cp I X Lp = 1.1 0 
K1 =X Ls/X Lp = 2.25 
The simulated and the predicted results are shown in Figure 3.20 to Figure 3.23 
respectively. The plots show that the predicted values of vp and is are in good agreement 
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Figure 3.20: Pspice simulation result of the primary side voltage vp 
Ks=0.6 
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Figure 3.22: Pspice simulation result of the series resonant circuit current is 
Ks = 0.6 
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Figure 3.23: Predicted series resonant circuit current is, using the EDF method 
Ks = 0.6 
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3.3.3 Simulation of the Converter with Capacitive Series 
Branch 
In this section~ the parameters of the experimental example are modified to make 
the series branch of the converter capacitive. 
The values of the circuit components are as follows: 
Series Inductor, Ls = 3.6lJ}I 
Series Capacitor, Cs = 0.31 1-lF' 
Parallel Inductor, Lp = L6lJ}I 
Parallel Capacitor~ Cp 0.88 1-lF 
Switching Frequency, fs = 128kHz 
Input Voltage, Yin = 60V 
Pulse Width, o = 114 degrees 
Leakage Inductance, Lse 1 pH 
Load Resistance, RL = 0.05Q 
The control parameters K5 , Kp. and K1 are computed as follows: 
Ks = Xcs/X Ls = 1.4 
K p = X Cp I X Lp = 1.10 
K1 =X w/X Lp = 2.25 
The simulated and the predicted results are shown in Figure 3.24 to Figure 3.27 
respectively. The plots show that the predicted values of Vp and is are in good agreement 
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Figure 3.24: Pspice simulation result of the series resonant circuit current is 
Ks = 1.4 
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Figure 3.25: Predicted series resonant circuit current i5 , using the EDF method 
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Figure 3.26: Pspice simulation result of the primary side voltage vP 
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In this chapter, the converter characteristics were discussed. The frequency 
domain analysis and Pspice software simulation were used to validate the results from the 
EDF method. The results indicate that the EDF method can predict the performance of 
the converter accurate! y. 
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Chapter 4 
Design of the Series-Parallel Resonant 
DC/DC Converters 
In this chapter, a set of design equations based on the EDF method of the 
converter is developed. Four normalized parameters are derived from the equations and 
used to study the characteristics of the converter in order to establish design procedure 
that allows the resonant parameters and other circuit components to be determined. The 
cost and size of the converter expressed as KV AIKW rating of the resonant circuit is 
taken into consideration. A design procedure based on the selection of resonant 
parameters to minimize KV A/KW ratio is presented. Several design examples are given 
to illustrate the design procedure. Finally, two of the examples are verified by Pspice 
simulation. 
4.1 Development of Design Equations 
In order to establish a set of design equations for selecting the resonant 
parameters, the set of equations obtained by the EDF model in Chapter 2 ( 2.27 )-{ 2.37 ) 
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are modified. First~ four general parameters of the resonant circuits are defined as 
follows: 
(J)rs = 1/.J LsCs ( 4.1 ) 
Zrs = .J Ls/Cs ( 4.2) 
(J)rp =I/~ LPC p ( 4.3) 
Zrr =~LP/CP ( 4.4) 
where wrs and Zrs are the resonant frequency and characteristic impedance of the 
series resonant circuit, and curp and Zrp are the resonant frequency and characteristic 
impedance of the parallel resonant circuit respectively. 
Next, the parameters in equations ( 4.1 ) to ( 4.4 ) are normalized with respect to 
the corresponding fixed parameters of the converter. i.e. the resonant frequencies are 
normalized with respect to the fixed switching frequency, cu5~ and the characteristic 
impedances are normalized with respect to the reflected value of the load resistance in the 
primary circuit, resulting in the following normalized parameters. 
(J) m = (I) rs / (J) s ( 4.5) 
(J) pn = (I)rp Jws ( 4.6) 
Zsn = Zrs/Rb ( 4.7) 
ZP" = zrr/Rb ( 4.8) 
where Rb is the load resistance (RL) reflected to the primary circuit. 
In addition, circuit voltages are normalized with respect to the de input voltage, 
Yin· Consequently, circuit currents are normalized with respect to the base current, 
Ib=Vin1Rb- Using the normalized parameters and variables, the circuit equations 
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developed in chapter 2 ( 2.27 )-( 2.37 ) for the three-winding converter can be written as 
follows. 
-{z sn I (J)sn + X l.rn )I Lscn + X Ltn [ prn + V C.rsn + V Cpsn = £ 
(zsn I(J).rn +X Lln)lLssn- X Ltn[psn +VCsrn.+VCprn =0 
-( Z prr I (J) pn) ·[l.prn = V Cpsn 
- V Cprrr I ( (J) pn • Z pn ) = I Ls.rn - [ psn - [l.psn 
V Cpsrr I ( (J) pn • Z pn ) = I Lsrn - I prrr - [l.prn 
-VC.rrrr/(m.rn ·Z.rn)= [Lssn 
COS(,U) =l 2 X Ls~p11 [orr 
v,." 
j!Jf j21f J/ .rni Lsn = j0Von /orr => I 011 = .J £[ Lssn /2 
( 4.9) 
( 4.10 ) 
( 4.11 ) 
( 4.12) 
( 4.13 ) 
( 4.14) 
( 4.15) 




where the subscript 'n • refers to normalized quantities. In the discussions which 
follow, the normalized output voltage, Von is referred to as the de voltage gain or the de 
voltage transfer ratio? M. 
An important consideration in the design of the resonant converter is the cost and 
size of the resonant circuit. An optimum design should aim at minimizing the cost and 
size of the resonant circuits, which is defined in terms of the KV A rating of the resonant 
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parameters, normalized to the KW output by the converter. The KV AIKW ratio of the 
resonant circuits is defined as 
( 4.20) 
The normalized equations given above are general and allow the effect of the 
values of the circuit components on the performance of the fixed switching frequency 
converter to be investigated. More importantly, the equations can be used to determine 
the required values of the resonant circuit parameters to meet established design criteria. 
4.2 Performance of the Converter as a Function of the 
Resonant Circuit Parameters 
The normalized set of equations is used to present characteristic curves from 
which the preferred modes of operation of the converter and design criteria are 
established. In this section, the characteristics are provided for 8 = 120.. under the 
condition that Wsn=C.Upn· Similar characteristics can be obtained for other values of 6. 
Appendix C gives the set of characteristics for 8 = I 7 5'" . 
4.2.1 Effect of Resonant Circuit Parameters on the KV A/KW 
Rating 
Figures 4.1 to 4.6 show the effect of the resonant parameters on the KV A/K.W 
ratio of the resonant circuits, for three values of the transformer leakage inductance. 
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The figures generally show that the KV A/KW ratio of the resonant circuit 
decreases with decreasing Zsn and increasing Zp0 • The cost and size function exhibits a 
minimum for low values of Zsn and high values of Zpn at different values of Wsn· The effect 
of increasing the leakage inductance is to shift the minimum cost and size function to wsn 
greater than unity. In general7 for a given leakage inductance, an C.Usn can be determined 
which minimizes the cost and size of the resonant circuit parameters. The figures show 
that to design the converter for minimum cost and size, Zsn should not be more than 3.5 
and Zp0 should not be less than l.Sp.u. However, the values of these parameters affect the 
performance of the converter as discussed below. 
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Figure 4.1: KV A/KW rating versus normalized frequency, cusn 
8 = 120o, XLsepn=O, XLm=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 4.2: KV AfKW rating versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
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Figure 4.3: KV A/KW rating versus normalized frequency, CUsn 
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Figure 4.4: KV A1KW rating versus normalized frequency, U)50 
8 = 120°, XLsep0 =0.2p.u., XLtn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zp0 =3.5, {b) Zp0=4.5 
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Figure 4.5: KV AIKW rating versus normalized frequency~ cu5n 
t5 = 120°, X~..sepn=0.4p.u., XLtn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zpn=l.5, (b) Zpn=2.5 
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Figure 4.6: KV AIKW rating versus normalized frequency, C.Usn 
t5 = 120°, XLsepn=0.4p.u., XLtn=0.2p.u. 




4.2.2 Effect of Resonant Circuit Parameters on the Voltage 
Transfer Ratio, Transformer Primary Voltage, and Series 
Resonant Circuit Current 
The characteristic curves of Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9(a) show that generally 
speaking~ the input current i 5, the primary side voltage vp, and the voltage transfer ratio M 
exhibit similar characteristics. The discussion which follows concentrates on the voltage 
transfer ratio. However, similar comments can be made for the series resonant circuit 
current is. and the primary side voltage Vp-
The effects of the resonant parameters on the voltage transfer ratio are shown in 
Figures 4.9 to 4.14. The figures show that when the leakage inductance is neglected 
CXL.sepn=O), the maximum de voltage gain that is produced by the converter is 0.7p.u. at 
Wsn=l.Op.u. for Zsn greater than 1.5p.u. At lower value of Zsn and Zp0 , the curves exhibit 
two peaks. With zero leakage inductance, the two peaks are greater than 0.7p.u. 
However, as Zsn increases, the peak values decrease and merge into one peak at 
cusn=l.Op.u. for higher value of Zpn- As shown in Figure 4.11 to Figure 4.14, with 
increasing leakage inductance, the converter still exhibits the two-peak phenomenon for 
lower values of Zsn and Zp0 • However, the peaks are no longer equal; a higher peak value 
is obtained for w50 less than unity. Also with a non-zero leakage inductance, the peak 
value of the voltage transfer ratio decreases with increasing Zsn, and the frequency, cu50 , at 
which the peak occurs increases. The characteristics curves also suggest that with non-
zero leakage inductance the voltage transfer ratio remains fairly constant for a wide 
variation in Zsn if CUsn is greater but very close to unity. 
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Figure 4.7: Resonant current is versus normalized frquency. Wsn 
8 = 120°, XL.sepn=O, XLm=0.2p.u, Zpn=l.5 
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Figure 4.8: Primary side voltage, vp versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
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Figure 4.9: Voltage transfer ratio~ M versus normalized frequencyt cusn 
8 = 120.,, XL.sepn=O, X~..m=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 4.10: Voltage transfer ratio~ M versus normalized frequency~ CUsn 
8 = 120°, XW:p0 =0., XL.tn=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 4.11: Voltage transfer ratio, M versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 = 120°, Xl..sepn=0.2p.u., Xun=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 4.12: Voltage transfer ratio. M versus normalized frequency, C.Usn 
8 = 120°. Xtsepn=0.2p.u .• XLuJ=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zp0 =3.5, (b) Zpn=4.5 
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Figure 4.13: Voltage transfer ratio, M versus normalized frequency, cu50 
5 = 120°, XL.scpn=0.4p.u . ., XLm=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 4.14: Voltage transfer ratio, M versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 = l20o, X~..sepn=0.4p.u., XLtn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Z.,n=3.5, (b) Z.,n=4.5 
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4.2.3 Effect of the Resonant Circuit Parameters on the Peak 
Voltage across the Series Capacitor 
Figures 4.15 to 4.20 show the characteristics of the peak voltage across the series 
capacitor, Yes. Generally speaking, the peak value of Yes is much higher than the peak 
value of vp. The study of Yes is very useful in converter design as it determines the peak 
voltage rating of the switching devices. It is shown in Figures 4.15 to 4.20 that the curves 
of Yes change in an opposite trend to those of M, i5 , and Yp- With increasing Zsn. the peak 
values of Yes also increase. Therefore, a comparatively lower value of Zsn should be 
chosen to limit the peak voltage across the series capacitor. When the leakage inductance 
equals to zero. the peak value of Yes normally occurs at the resonant point. Moreover, 
with increasing values of Zp0 , the slope of the curves in the range from cu50=0.8 to CUsn=L2 
increases. Thus a slight change in cu50 can lead to a significant change in the magnitude of 
Yes- This is harmful to the stability of the circuit. Hence, Zpn cannot be very large. 
With increasing values of the leakage inductance, the magnitude of Yes decreases, 
as shown in Figure 4.18 and 4.20. This is because the output current decreases with 
increasing values of XLsepn-
As shown in Appendix C, a larger pulse-width will lead to a high magnitude on 
per unit base. However, if the voltage base (i.e. the input voltage) is much lower, the 
actual voltage across the series capacitor for a large pulse-width, low magnitude input 
voltage will not be greater than that of a low pulse-width, high magnitude input voltage. 
It indicates that the converter should be designed to work under the low pulse-width, high 
magnitude input voltage condition. 
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Figure 4.15: Peak capacitor voltage, Yes versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 = 120°, XLsepn=O, XLtn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zpn=L5, (b) Zpn=2.5 
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Figure 4.17: Peak capacitor voltage, Yes versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 = 120°, XLsep0 =0.2p.u., Xt.tn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zpn=L5, (b) Zpn=2.5 
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Figure 4.18: Peak capacitor voltage, Vcs versus normalized frequency~ Ulsn 
8 = 120"' ~ XLsepn=0.2p.u.~ XLtn=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 4.19: Peak capacitor voltage, Yes versus normalized frequency, c.u5n 
8 = 120°, Xt..sepn=0.4p.u., XUn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Z.,n=l.5, (b) Z.,n=2.5 
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Figure 4.20: Peak capacitor voltage, v cs versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 = 120°, Xuep0=0.4p.u.~ Xl.tn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zp0=3.5~ (b) Zp0 =4.5 
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4.3 Design Procedure 
The discussions in the previous section suggest that the resonant circuit 
parameters should be within the following ranges for proper operation of the converter. 
1.5 <Zsn <5.5 
1.5 <Zpn < 3.5 
< CiJsn < 1.3 
The choice of the pulse width at which the converter is operated depends on the 
magnitude of the input voltage and the requirement of the output. For a given output 
voltage, a lower value of pulse width is used if a higher value of the input voltage is 
specified. Although the converter will operate successfully for any combination of 
resonant circuit parameters which are within the ranges established above. the choice of 
suitable values of the resonant circuit parameters is based on minimizing the KV AIKW 
ratio of the resonant circuit. Thus the KV AIKW is used as the primary criteria to arrive at 
the values of the resonant parameters for specified converter conditions. The procedure 
requires the specifications of four main conditions, namely 
The input voltage magnitude. Yin 
The output voltage magnitude, V0 
The switching frequency, fs 
The converter output power, P 0 
The following design steps lead to the determination of the resonant circuit 
parameters for an assumed transformer leakage inductance. 
L Choose suitable values of Zsn and Zp0 • Typically Zsn is chosen to be 3.5p.u. 
and Zpn is chosen to be 1.5p.u. 
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2. From the KV AfKW curves~ determine c.u50 and Ulpn at which the minimum 
KV A/KW occurs for the Zsn and 2;,n values selected in step 1. 
3. From the values of C.Usn, Wpn, Zso, and Zp0 calculate the actual values of Ls, 
C5 , Lp, and Cp. 
4. Calculate the turns ratio of the high frequency transformer from the 
voltage transfer ratio, M. 
The above steps are illustrated in the following design examples. 
4.4 Design Examples 
Two design exmples are outlined to illustrate the use of the design steps described 
in the previous section. 
Example 1: Three-winding high frequency transformer. 
Input voltage, Vin: 
Output voltage, V o: 




soow Output power, Po 
The output current is obtained as 
lo = Po/Vo = 500/5 = IOOA 
Assume the leakage inductance is 0.2p.u. and the tertiary winding inductance is 
0.2p.u. From Figure 4.3 with Zsn=3.5., Zp0 =1.5, the minimum KV AfKW value occurs at 
W50=L22. From Figure 4.12, the M value that corresponds to cu50=1.22, Zsn=3.5, and 
2;,n=L5 is 0.47p.u. 
The series resonant frequency is calculated as 
fr~ = fs ·(J)sn = 128 X l.22 = 156.l6kHz 
The turns ratio is obtained as 
N = M ·V;,JVo =0.47 ·60 15 =5.6 
The actual value of the series inductor is obtained as 
(35)·(153) 
= (2)·(3.14)·(128 xi0 3 )·(L22) 
=5.60 J.IH 
The actual value of the series capacitor is obtained as 
1 
(2 ·7!·f ·m )! ·L J J/1 s 
((2)·(3.14)·(128 xl0 3 )·{1.22)r -(5.60 xlo-6 ) 
=0.18JJF' 
The actual value of the parallel inductor is obtained as 
z,, -R6 L =--_...:.._ __ __ 
" 2-n-f ·OJ I fill 
(L5)·(153) 
(2)·(3.14)·(128 xl0 3)·(L22) 
=2J8J.Ifl 
The actual value of the parallel capacitor is obtained as 
C, = ( )' ?-7!·/ ·m -.L 
- s pn p 
1 
-------------------~--------




The actual value of the leakage inductance is obtained as 
Following the design steps~ several other converters with different input 
conditions are designed. Table 4.1 shows the design results for Vin=60V~ 8 =I 20", and 
various leakage inductance. 
Table 4.1: Design results for the three-winding high frequency transformer 
8 =120" ~ XLtn=0.2p.u. 
Zp0 =1.5 Xl..sepn= Xl...sepn= Xt.sepn= Xl...sepn= Xl..sepn= XI..sepn= 
Zsn=3.5 0.05 p.u. 0.10 p.u. 0.15 p.u. 0.20 p.u. 0.25 p.u. 0.30 p.u. 
KVAIKW 7.10 7.17 6.79 6.66 6.54 6.43 
(p.u.) 
Ulsn (p.u.) 1.12 1.14 1.18 1.22 1.22 1.24 
M (p.u.) 0.59 0.56 0.50 0.46 0.46 0.44 
is (p.u.) 0.73 0.68 0.60 0.54 0.52 0.49 
VP (p.u.) 0.91 0.88 0.81 0.76 0.76 0.75 
Tumsratio 7.08 6.72 6.21 5.6 5.50 5.28 
Ls (1-lffi 9.74 8.62 6.90 5.6 5.37 4.89 
Cs (1-lf) 0.13 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.19 0.21 
LoCl-lffi 4.17 3.69 2.96 2.38 2.30 2.10 
Cp (p.F) 0.30 0.32 0.38 0.45 0.45 0.48 
Example 2: Two ... winding high frequency transformer. 
Input voltage, Yin: 40V 
Output voltage, V 0 : 5V 
Switching Frequency~ f 5 : 128kHz 
Output power, Po 500W 
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The output current is obtained as 
Assume the leakage inductance is 0.05p.u. and the two-winding high frequency 
transformer is used. From Figure 4.21 with Zsn=3.5, Zpn=L5, the minimum KV A/KW 
value occurs at cusn=l.08. From Figtire 4.22, the M value that corresponds to Wsn=l.08, 
Zsn=3.5, and Zpn=l.5 is 0.72p.u. 
The resonant frequency is obtained as 
Irs = fs -msn =128 xL08 =138.24kHz 
The turns ratio is obtained as 
N = M ·V;,./Vo =0.72 ·40 /5 =5.7 
The actual value of the series inductor is obtained as 
2-n-f -m l lll 
(3.5) ·(1.52) 
(2)·(314)-(128 xl0 3 )·(L08) 
=6.4¢/ 
The actual value of the series capacitor is obtained as 
(2 · n · f · m )! · L S JR l 
l 
((2)·(3.14)-(128 xi0 3 )·(L08)Y -(6.4 xlo-6 ) 
=0.20pF 
The actual value of the parallel inductor is given by 
? -~- r ......... 
- ,,_ J J ""'pn 
lj -152 
(2)-(314)-(128 xl0 3)·(1.08) 
=2.79pH 
The actual value of the parallel capacitor is given by 
1 
(2 -n-f ·OJ )z -L s ptr p 
1 
( ( 2) · ( 314) · ( 12 8 X l 0 3 ) • ( 1.2 2 ) r · ( 2.7 9 X 1 0 -6 ) 
=0.45¢' 
The actual value of the leakage inductance is given by 
L = XL.upn ·RL 
st 2 ·7!· fs 
(0.05) -(0.05) =0.003 
{2)-(314)-(128 x10 3 ) jJll 
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Following the design steps~ several other converters with different input 
conditions are designed. Table 4.2 shows the design results for Vin=40v~ 8 = 17 5°, and 
various leakage inductance. 
Table 4.2: Design results for the two-winding high-frequency transformer 
Zp0=1.5 X~...sepn= XLsepn= Xl..sepn= Xt.sepn = XL.sepn= XL.sepn= 
Zsn=3.5 0.05 p.u. 0.10 p.u. 0.15 p.u. 0.20 p.u. 0.25 p.u. 0.30 p.u. 
KVAIKW 7.19 7.06 6.95 6.85 6.76 6.67 
(p.u.) 
C.Usn (p.u.) 1.08 1.14 1.16 1.16 1.20 1.22 
M(p.u.) 0.72 0.64 0.60 0.58 0.55 0.54 
is (p.u.) 0.89 0.78 0.71 0.69 0.64 0.61 
Vp(p.u.) 1.14 1.04 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.96 
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Turnsratio 5.70 5.10 4.78 4.66 4.42 4.30 
Ls(l-lfl) 6.40 4.99 4.27 4.07 3.57 1.74 
Cs (J.IF) 0.20 0.24 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.50 
Lo (1-lffi 2.79 2.14 1.83 1.74 1.53 1.49 
Co (pF) 0.45 0.56 0.62 0.66 0.71 0.58 
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Figure 4.21: KV AIKW rating versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 =l75o, Xl.sepn=0.05p.u., Zp0 =L5, Zsn=3.5 
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Figure 4.22: Voltage transfer ratio7 M versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 = 17 5o, XLsepn=0.05p.u.7 Zpn=L5, Zsn=3.5 
4.5 Design Verifications Using Pspice 
The two design examples are verified using Pspice simulation. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 
show the comparison between the predicted values and the Pspice simulation values of 
the voltages and currents of each circuit. V csm7 V pm• and Ism represent the peak values of 
Table 4.3: Predicted and simulated values of the design example using three-winding 
high frequency transformer 
Specifications and Values Vin=60V, 8 =120°, Lse=0.012 ].lli, 4=0.012 lJ.H, N=5.6 
of Circuit Components Ls=5.6 pH, C5=0.18l]F, Lp=2.38 lJ.ll, Cp=0.45 ]..lF' 
Method EDF Pspice 
Vcsm 139.02 v 149.35 v 
Vpm 45.39 v 49.56V 
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100 A 100 A 
Table 4.4: Predicted and simulated values of the design example using two-winding high 
frequency transformer 
Specifications and Values Vin=40V, S =175°, Lse=0.003 pH, N=5.7 
of Circuit Components Ls=6.4 1-1It Cs=().2 ]..lF, Lp=2.79 Jill, C0=0.45 pF 
Method EDF Pspice 
Vcsm 135.71 v 142.35 v 
Yom 46.15 v 48.62 v 
Ism 23.50 A 24.75 A 
Yo 5V SV 
lo 100A lOOA 
4.6 Summary 
A design approach for series-parallel resonant de/de converters that is based on 
minimum KV A/KW rating of the resonant parameters has been proposed in the chapter. 
Design examples have been presented to illustrate the procedure. It has been shown that 
using the minimum KV AfKW rating criteria, the resonant circuit parameters and the 
transformer parameters can be easily determined to meet the output specification. The 
tabular results also show that the procedure can be implemented in a computer-based 
design of the converter. Pspice simulation results of the two design examples presented in 




In this thesis, the generalized analysis and design models of the series-parallel 
resonant converter are presented taking the leakage inductance of the high frequency 
transformer into consideration. A new set of design criterions has been developed with a 
view aiming to minimizing the KV AJKW ratio, i.e. the cost and size of the converter. It is 
shown that both the analysis model and the design model can predict the results 
accurate! y. 
5.1 Summary 
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
I. The generalized state-space large-signal model for the analysis of series-
parallel resonant converters has been developed, taking into account the effect of the 
leakage inductance of the high-frequency transformer on the performance of the 
converter. 
2. The state-space large-signal model of the series-parallel resonant converter 
using the extended describing function (ED F) concept, and the steady-state performance 
of the same has been developed and investigated. 
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3. Generalized small-signal model of the series-parallel resonant converter 
based on the extended describing function method has been developed. 
4. Generalized design curves of the series-parallel resonant converter have 
been developed. 
5. A design procedure for selecting the resonant components and high-
frequency transformer has been proposed. It has been shown that the procedure can be 
easily automated in a computer based design program for any given transformer leakage 
inductance. 
6. Both the models and proposed procedure design of the converter have 
been verified using PSPICE. 
The results of the work presented in the thesis show that the proposed approach 
provides both simplicity and accuracy in getting easy-to-use large and small signal 
models that are readily applicable to the design of resonant converters. This advantage 
gives the extended describing function method good prospects in industrial applications 
such as performance evaluation, cost estimation. and cost reduction during the design 
phase of the development of resonant converters. 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
. 
The analysis method used in the thesis provides both qualitative and quantitative 
insight into the steady-state performance and design of the converter. However. it does 
not provide the transient analysis. ParticularLy. this model is not able to predict the 
response time. which is important in some industry applications. Since the model only 
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considers the fundamental component of the state variables, the error could be very large 
under certain operating conditions. The effects of the hannonics on the performance of 
the converter need to be investigated. 
The design procedure presented in this thesis is based on minimizing the cost and 
size of the resonant components of the converter. The criterion for this procedure is 
KV A/KW ratio. However, the cost and size are not only determined by the KV AIKW 
ratio, but also determined by the limitations of the circuit components such as the 
maximum voltage that a capacitor can withstand. It is anticipated that the cost and size of 
the converter can be described by one or a set of non-linear equations. In order to reach 
an absolute minimum cost and size, these issues need further investigation. 
The developed small-signal model of the converter needs further investigation to 
determine the dynamic behavior of the converter. Studies on the stability of the converter 
need to be carried out. 
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Appendix A 
Frequency Do01ain Analysis of the Series-
Parallel Resonant DC/DC Converter 
Ill 
The frequency domain analysis approach represents the inverter output voltage, 
v5 , and the primary current, ip, as the sum of harmonics. A harmonic equivalent circuit 
excited by the voltage and current harmonics yields state variables that can be 
represented as the sum of the responses of each individual harmonic component. Figure 
A. I shows the nth harmonics equivalent circuit. 
+ 
XLpn 
Figure A.l: Nth harmonics equivalent circuit of the series-parallel resonant converter 
The Fourier series representation of the nth harmonic component of input voltage 
V5 is given by 
4 V . ( n n) . ( n 8) . ( ) v~~, = n_;sm T sm T sm nmJ ( A.l) 
The Fourier series representation of the nth harmonic component of the primary 
current ip is given by 
( A.2) 
where lop is the constant output current referred to the primary. 
Assuming ideal lossless resonant circuit parameter, the nth harmonic total 
impedance of the series branch is given by 
112 
(A.3) 
The nth harmonic total impedance of the parallel branch is given by 
X Lprr X Cptr ) 
X Lprr- X Cprr 
( A.4) 
The total nth harmonic input impedance is given by 
z," =lsrr +lpn ( A.5) 
The nth harmonic resonant current isn is obtained by applying superposition 
theorem as 
i = sn 4V. . (nn) ( )+. --'-sm - cos n~t ... 
n 1fZ.irr 2 
81 op • ( n J.l) . [ ( At. Ji.)] Z pn +-.,-Sin - Sin n a:J -..,..-- -
n -7CJ..l 2 2 lin 
( A.6) 
The nth harmonic transformer primary side voltage Vpn is obtained as 
v prr -
4
v,z P" sin(n 7r)sin(n 8 )cos(n (J)st )+ ... 
n'Ttl'" 2 2 
8/op . (nJ.l) [ ( Ji.)]Z prrzsrr +-2 -SID - COS n (d -(/>-..., 
n 7rJ..l 2 - lin 
( A.7) 
Since all the waveforms have odd-symmetry (Figure 2.5), the input voltage~ V 5 , 
the resonant current i 5 , the transformer primary current ip, and the transformer primary 
voltage Yp can be obtained by summing then odd harmonics . 
... 
v = ~v 
s  sn ( A.8) 
n=l.3.··· 
... 
i = ~i 
S ~SII ( A.9) 
n=l.l.··· 
... 




1r- .L/,m ( A.ll) 
11=1.3.-·· 
In order to obtain the output values, three equations are needed to achieve a 
unique solution for cp, J,Jand Io. The first equation is obtained from the condition that vp=O 
at ~t =4J(Figure 2.5). Equation A.7 gives the condition 
~ 4V.Z (n 1r) (n 8) 
"=ft .. n~:" sin 2 sin T cos(n~t)+ ... 
+ t 8./or sin(nJ.L)cos[n(ca -41- f.J.)]Z P"Z~" =0 
rr=U.··· n 7i/-l 2 2 l 111 
( A.l2) 
The second equation is obtained from the condition that the output voltage is 





1t t/it-p/2 p 
( A.13) 
which from equation A. 7 gives 
~ 4 . ( n 7'C) . ( n 5) Z P" £... ~SID -,- Sin - --· • • 
11'=1.3.··· n 7r _ 2 Z"' ( A.l4) 
{cos(n(4'+ ,u))+cos(n iP)] 
The third equation is obtained by assuming that the primary voltage, vp. is 
sinusoidal. Then, the commutation angle J.L can be obtained as 
cos(J.L) =l 2 X Lupn [on 
vpm ( A.l5) 
Generally, a numerical method, for example FSOL VE() in MA TLAB, must be 
employed to solve equations ( A.l2 )-( A.l5 ). 
Waveforn1s of the 
Series-Parallel Resonant DC/DC 
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-~ iii § 
0 
using two-winding HF transformer, K1=2 
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Figure 0.2: Simulated waveforms of the converter with tuned series and parallel branch 
using two-winding HF transformer, K1=4 
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Design Plots of the 
Series-Parallel Resonant DC/DC 
Converter with 8=175° 
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Figure 0.7: Voltage transfer ratioy M versus normalized frequencyy cu50 
~ =l75o, XLsepn=O, XLm=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zp0=1.5, (b) Zpn=2.5 
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Figure 0.8: Voltage transfer ratio, M versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 =175°, XLsepn=O, XLtn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zpn=3.5, (b) Z.,n=4.5 
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Figure 0.9: Voltage transfer ratio, M versus normalized frequency,cu50 
8 =17 5a, Xtsep0 =0.2p.u., XLtn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Z.,n=l.5, (b) Z.,n=2.5 
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Figure 0.10: Voltage transfer ratio~ M versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 = 1 7 5° , X~pn=0.2p.u., XLm=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 0.11: Voltage transfer ratio, M versus normalized frequency, C:Usn 
8 =175°, X~.sep0=0.4p.u., XLtn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zp0 =L5, (b) Zpn=2.5 
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Figure 0.12: Voltage transfer ratio, M versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 =175°, XLsepn=0.4p.u., XLtn=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 0.13: Peak capacitor voltage. Yes versus normalized frequency. Wsn 
8 = 17 5o. XL.sepn=O, XLtn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zpn=l.5, (b) Zpn=2.5 
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Figure 0.14: Peak capacitor voltage. Yes versus normalized frequency. C.Usn 
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Figure 0.15: Peak capacitor voltage7 Vcs versus normalized frequency7 Wsn 
8 =175°, Xt.sepn=0.2p.u.7 XLm=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zpn=L5, (b) 0n=2.5 
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Figure 0.16: Peak capacitor voltage. Yes versus normalized frequency, Wsn 
8 = 17 5°. Xt.sepn=0.2p.u., XLtn=0.2p.u. 
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Figure 0.17: Peak capacitor voltage, Yes versus normalized frequency, C.Usn 
8 =175", Xr.sepn=0.4p.u.~ XUn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zp0 =1.5, (b) Zp0=2.5 
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Figure 0.18: Peak capacitor voltageT Yes versus normalized frequencyT Wsn 
8 =175a T XLsepn=0.4p.u., Xltn=0.2p.u. 
(a) Zp0 =3.5, (b) Zp0 =4.5 




